AS FEATURED IN
PROJECT

EXPERT TIP
Mirroring one material
in multiple locations can
give a sense of unity.
The use of Calacatta in
this room helps tie it all
together and adds an
element of class.

BRIGHT AND

BEAUTIFUL
You want a kitchen that is bright and beautiful, which is why
we love this space. Thanks to a clever choice of materials and
the inviting feature windows that seem to say ‘come right in’,
this is one room that’s easy to imagine spending a lot of time
in. Previously, this kitchen was dark and almost claustrophobic.
The team increased the open-plan feel by removing the wall
between the kitchen and the dining space. They have also
utilised light and bright colours, such as the white cabinetry and
the Calcatta Blanco island benchtop, to help give the room a
lift. This is then continued throughout the L-shaped bench and
on the splashback and windowsills, tying the room together and
adding an extra feeling of elegance to the eye-catching window.
A sense of warmth is achieved via the panels and cabinets on
the island bench, preventing the space from feeling clinical. A
custom-designed walk-in pantry adds extra functionality and
ensures this room not only looks good, but is practical too.
Designer Chris Powney for Powney and Powney Supreme
Kitchens Ltd

WE LOVE
That eye-catching designer window that
complements the roof shape.

FEATURE FOCUS
Oven Bosch Series 6 Cooktop Bosch
Series 8 Rangehood Bosch Series
4 slideout Dishwasher Bosch semiintegrated Refrigerator Bosch Sink
Oliveri double-bowl stainless-steel
undermount Taps Oliveri Vilo pull-out
Bins Vauth-Sagel Envi Space XX Pro
Waste bin 450

FOR MORE INFO
POWNEY AND POWNEY
SUPREME KITCHENS LTD
powneysupremekitchens.com.au
A Unit 2, 25–27 Cnr Newton and Toohey
Roads, Wetherill Park NSW
P 0418 297 060
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